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Background
When you start your career in the motor trade at 14 years old washing cars on the forecourt of
one of Barrow-in-Furness’ busiest independent dealers, you really do learn the trade from the
bottom up. Cleaning and valeting 200 cars every weekend for two years can be a great, even
if a little unorthodox, education. It is how JT Vehicle South Lakes’ director Jamie Tyrie started
his career. The early chance to observe how potential customers assessed a potential purchase,
the nuances in the discussions on price, specification and trust, all helped inform the way he
wanted to go about selling cars and they still do today.
The chance to start a career in sales happened at the same dealership and aged just seventeen,
Jamie swapped the bucket, sponge and polish to join the world of car sales. Five years on
and he had added product knowledge, F&I insight and above all, confidence and relationshipbuilding to his approach, which, reflecting his early observations on car buyer behaviour,
centred on trying to make it easy for customers to buy their next car.
A move to another dealership continued to hone Jamie’s skills and views, adding the crucial
importance of passion and energy to his successful sales CV and after eight years, he felt
ready to set out on his own. In 2018 JT Vehicles South Lakes opened its doors in Barrow.
At the heart of his business were the lessons learned in his very first car cleaning role; listen to
the customer, understand their needs, make it easy for them to trust you and as a result make it
easy for them to buy from you; there is no need for any hard-sell, or in Jamie’s words;

We are here to assist people who want to buy a car with our great product
knowledge and commitment to fantastic service. We offer a no frills sales
process, there are no pushy terms, no fancy words and most of all, no
overpricing! If people believe in us and trust us, they will happily buy from us.

The business today
With around thirty cars on sale at any one time, JT Vehicles South Lakes offers a range of cars
from £5K to £25K. The aim is to offer something for everyone (and if they want something
specific, Jamie will happily source it).
Finance has always been a core part of JT Vehicle South Lakes’ approach both to help
customers and as a nice added value source of income. Finance performance has always been
‘steady’ according to Jamie, but he has long been aware that many customers have opted to
arrange their own loans, primarily from their bank.
After lockdown ended, JT Vehicles South Lakes enjoyed the wider ‘bounce-back’ in sales and
was not necessarily looking to change his finance model, he was aware of the need to change
to meet forthcoming Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) changes when his MotoNovo account
manager introduced the business’ new MotoRate pricing model to him. He signed up and very
quickly found out that he was helping more people with their finance; positive in itself, he
established that it was also having a positive knock-on benefit to his business overall.

The MotoRate Impact
In Jamie’s own words. “MotoRate has allowed us to offer our finance with confidence. Led by
the very competitive rates and high acceptance levels, we can compete with banks on price
and beat them on convenience. We are making it easier for customers to choose us for their car
and finance because the whole process is fast and transparent.”
JT Vehicles South Lakes have access to a representative APR of 6.9% with MotoRate, but while
they can advertise this rate, Jamie tends to suggest to customers that 8.9% is the rate that most
of their customers receive, noting;
Letting customers know of the potentially higher rates that may accompany their
finance decision is a transparent way of introducing risk-based pricing. It helps us to
explain the product and manage expectations. If, when we show the customers the
acceptance sent over by MotoNovo that the interest rate is lower, it is a nice bonus
for them. Crucially it emphasises that we have nothing to do with the interest rate
the customer gets.
Amongst the other benefits, Jamie sees from MotoRate is the change to documentation fees
associated with the finance;
With MotoRate, the customer now sees a doc fee of just £1, significantly lower than
the previous pricing structure, which was always hard to explain. The doc fee as a
potential barrier is just not an issue.”

The forthcoming FCA changes for motor finance, which take effect from January 28th, are a big
factor in the launch of MotoRate, something Jamie is quick to recognise as he concludes;
Across the trade, we all know changes to finance are coming and I’m surprised and
disappointed that other lenders don’t seem to be ready to help us to prepare for
them. Hats off to MotoNovo, they’ve lifted a huge chunk of the regulatory burden off
our shoulders.
At the same time, we are seeing finance penetration rising, led by the lower rates and
we are more confident and relaxed in talking about finance. We have nothing to hide
and I’m more than happy to tell customers what I earn if requested. It’s not massive
and it hasn’t been an issue, in fact, I’m happy to tell them without being asked.

Selling cars successfully is about trust-building, MotoRate is a
nice building-block we can use as part of the foundations.
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